We’ll get started soon! In the meantime, meet us in the chat to say hi and let us know where you’re tuning in from!
Comprehensive Means Intersectional: Moving Sex Education Forward

Lincoln
Director of Communications & Strategy, Advocates for Youth

Shazmin
AMAZE Youth Social Media and Web Manager
Ooh, I bet Amaze has a video for this.
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Comprehensive Means Intersectional: Moving Sex Education Forward

Day 1
Tuesday
October 26th
3-5pm EDT

With our keynote speaker,
Justine Ang Fonte, M.Ed, MPH

#AmazeSexEdCon
DELIVERING SEX ED IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Day 2
Wednesday
October 27th
3-5pm EDT

AMAZE Gone Global:
Educators Using AMAZE in Their Countries and Classrooms
DELIVERING SEX ED IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Day 3
Thursday
October 28th
3-5pm EDT

AMAZE Youth Ambassadors Sound Off on the Sex Ed Young People Want
With Jo and Kayla, two of our 31 AMAZE Youth Ambassadors

How to Use Our AMAZE-ing Educational Resources
With Tazmine Weisgerber, CHES, Training & Technical Assistance Manager at Answer

#AMAZESexEdCon
Housekeeping

- Q&A Function
- Live Captions
- ASL Interpreter
- Yes, this conference is being recorded!
- SURPRISE RAFFLE
- Questions? Check out the conference FAQ first and then email info@amaze.org
Facilitators and participants will strive to create virtual environment where all participants feel safe and comfortable.

We will be open to educate and to learn from others.

We will respect everyone’s identity and background, including pronouns and names.

We understand that abusive behavior of any kind will result in removal from the conference.
Tobi

AMAZE Latin America and the Caribbean Youth Ambassador
I know almost all his songs and play them on guitar.
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Dan Rice, M.Ed.
Executive Director, Answer
HAPPY 5TH BIRTHDAY
AMAZE!
Top 5 Favorite Intersectional Videos
Top 5 Favorite Intersectional Videos
Disability and Sexuality
What is Intersectionality?
Range of Gender Identities

RANGE OF GENDER IDENTITIES

MALE?
FEMALE?
BOTH?
NEITHER?
Introducing
Justine Ang Fonte
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RAFFLE TIME!